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Magic has suffused the Inner Sea region for thousands of years. This Pathfinder sourcebook takes

a detailed look at the magical traditions of the Inner Sea, including rules for magic variants (from

hideous fleshwarping rituals to the wild and unpredictable surges of primal magic), examinations of

how magic is taught (be it in schools, temples, guilds, or secret societies), and how the spellcasters

of the region have chosen to specialize in various forms of magic. Additionally, this book presents

two, new oracle mysteries, 18 new archetypes for spellcasting classes, a pair of prestige classes

(the cypher mage and the divine scion), and a wide selection of unique, unusual, and exciting new

spells for all who would seek to master the art of magic.
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I got this book for my campaign using the core books seeing it brought some flexibility to the magic

users.It seems to be balanced and works well in my situation.The magic tattoos, extra base class

spells, new oracle cures, and magic schools is what got me to buy the book.

I really enjoyed this book, and would recommended it for anyone who wants to run a niche

spellcaster in Golarion. There is a lot of information on different specllcasting traditions, and many

ways for players and GMs add flavor to their games. The character options and spells are mostly

well-balanced and all very flavorful. I would recommend this book.



Good book filled with more magic and lore. It includes a list of the tops schools through out Golarion

with a little write for each. As well as all the practitioners through out the land.

Very few "crunchy bits" (useful rules, feats, etc.). The "Mage guilds" were more like bardic colleges,

they all required perform of some sort, while the academies were more magic oriented. Tattoo

magic sounded interesting, but didn't many concrete examples. The book is very thin, maybe 40

pages at most. I wound up giving it to my DM hoping he'd make a real mage's guild.

Does not focus as much on additional spells and mechanics as I hoped; the book focuses more on

setting and lore. Still, pretty happy with the content and a very interesting read.

This book has a wonderful layout. It includes images of the inner seas most famous wizards. The

spells and options they have for players are amazing.

Level 1 Human Tattoed Cross-blooded Orc/Dragon Sorcerer casts burning hands for

5d4+10............ If you want to specialize: this is your book.

i usually play fighters so i didn't think this was going to be very useful for me. the archtypes made

me rethink my next build.
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